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Western European philosophcs of (he eighteenth century, and incorporated into
nineteenth century sociological and anthropological hteiatmc hy Comic, Spencer,
Morgan, Tylor, and others. Variations on this theme found then way into history,
literature, philosophy, and psychology, as well as in to biology and the social sciences.
If cyclical theories of human history have tended to expiess pessimism about the
present and future of mankind, the theories of progress and unilinear evolution have
generally been optimistic about the ultimate possibilities of human impiovement.
In recent decades, however, scholars in history and the social sciences have
grown increasingly wary of the grand design as an approach to the explanation of
man's behavior, and have begun to rely more and more heavily upon the painstaking
methods of empirical science to achieve reliable and valid descriptions of individual
and social behavior. In the middle of the nineteenth century, historiography leceived a
tremendous infusion of scientist!! from several German historians, notably Ijeopokl
Von Ranke, who argued persuasively that historians could describe the past as il
actually was if only they faithfully adhered to rigorous scientific methods.
History is still being fought ovei, on one side by the humanists with their
affinity for literature, religion, and philosophy, and hy the social scientists on the
other with their affinity for the methods of the physical and biological sciences,
Historians themselves are divided as to whether history is an ait 01 a science 01 the
queen of both together. The dominant scholarly atmosphere, however, in many an
American academic hull of professional historians is well described by -Mm Higham1
To achieve a thoroughly positivistic history, the professionals put great
emphasis on critical examination of original texts, on checking evidence, and on
bibliographical apparatus. To penetrate as deeply as possible into past events,
they welcomed specialization and wrote monopiaphs on carefully limited sub-
jects. To cleanse scholarship of Hie subjective coloration of the historian's own
personality, the professionals endeavored to banish the function , , , of passing
moral judgments on men and movements.*
Doctoral research studies and textbooks especially have followed the tempting road of
simply "telling the story" of the past as accurately as possible, in ordei to maintain the
stance of objectivity.
In the effort to come to terms with the long history of mankind, this book will
try to avoid the temptation, on one hand, to look for easy or neat schematic themes
that do violence to empirical data and, on the other hand, simply to describe what
seem to be the important facts and trends, not worrying about synlhesi/ing generalisa-
tions or the meaning of the story. This book rests upon David Potter's conclusion that:
... the historian really cannot abstain  from generaii/ation and cannot
escape theory. The choice before him is not between a "tactual" and a "theoreli-
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